
This Workshop is for YOU if you are:
• seeking inner peace and control over your 
thoughts, fears or fantasies
• consistently struggling to balance the various 
aspects of your life: relationships, prosperity, health, 
spirituality
• ready to overcome old, demoting habits
• curious about your spiritual anatomy beyond aura 
photos and what you’ve learned in yoga
• a healer / energy worker needing deeper 
knowledge of how human beings are put together
• an Akashic reader helping clients work with many 
lifetimes

Soul Numerology
and 

The Ten Light Bodies
of Consciousness

A Spiritual Anatomy Workshop
with Sonya Shannon

Saturday  June 8 • 10 am - 5 pm 
Sunday  June 9 • 10 am - 5 pm

What is Soul Numerology?
The numbers of your birth — the Divine date given 

when “you” began — are special codes. They unlock the 
three distinct challenges of your Soul, past Karma, and 
life Path, along with two God-given strengths of your Gift 
and Destiny. These five aspects of your spiritual anatomy 
are unique to you. Each number relates to one of the Ten 
Light Bodies of Consciousness (explained below). As you 
study your profile in class and learn how each of the Ten 
Bodies works, you will discern clearly the source of your 
chronic issues — and how to reliable enhance the assets 
you possess to promote your life force energy!

What are the Ten Light Bodies?
Most people know about two of our bodies: our 

physical body, which we borrow from Planet Earth during 
our lifetime, and our soul body, which is immortal. Yet 
we human beings are actually made up of Ten Bodies: 
the physical body, three mental bodies, and six energy 
bodies (one of which is the soul). Learning about all ten 
bodies gives us much greater prospects to live life fully, 
consciously, and in a state of bliss.

The Ten Bodies are powerful capacities of the 
psyche. Each has specific gifts that manifest in our life 
when they are strong, as well as certain deficit tendencies 
that show up when these bodies are weak. For example, 
our Subtle Body (one of the six energy bodies) imprints 
everything we do into the Akashic records. Anything you 
do, good or bad, is recorded and goes along with your 
Soul in the Subtle Body, and then you will face it and 
account for it after death—regardless of your faith!

Each of the Ten Bodies can be strengthened by 
learning to identify which Body is out of balance, and 
then practicing techniques to generate strength. We will 
cover basic techniques for working with each of the Ten 
Bodies in this weekend intensive.

Are the Ten Bodies part of the Chakras?
Actually, it’s the other way around! Chakras are 

part of the Seventh Light Body of Consciousness – the 
Aura. The functions of each of the seven major Chakras 
relates to the first seven Bodies. By strengthening the 
first seven Bodies (the three Mental Bodies, your Physical 
Body, your Soul Body, Arcline and Aura), the flow of 
energy through your Chakras will become balanced 
and stronger. If you are interested in self evolution and 
Higher Consciousness to navigate the times we live in,  
do not miss this class!

SAVE! Register EARLY for only  $185
 Regular Registration (after May 10) $220
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Register Online
transformation-oracle.com/category/events/

Discover Your Spiritual Gifts
5808 S Rapp St., Suite 275, Littleton CO 80120

Email: sonyashannonartist@gmail.com
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Sonya Shannon is an artist, author and teacher in the 
metaphysical realm. A mystic vision at age 11 revealed 

her higher purpose.  At 
15, she began to create 
divinely inspired artwork 
and to channel spiritual 
messages. Her journey 
led to Kundalini yoga 
and meditation as taught 
by Yogi Bhajan. She is 
passionate about using her 
gifts to help people overcome 
childhood wounds, and 
believes that all are 
entitled to our birthright 
of empowerment, self-
fulfillment, and connection 
to the Divine.

Awaken Your Self!
Discover Your Spiritual Gifts

5808 S. Rapp St., Suite 275
Littleton  CO 80120



day 2 | Your Higher Light Energy Bodies
10:00 am - 5:00 pm • Sunday • June 9, 2019

Ignite Your Energy Bodies
6 ~ Your Arcline

Being Truthful | Integrity, Justice, Protection, Projection
7 ~ Your Aura and Chakras

Uplifting & Nurturing Others | Mercy, Security & Love
8 ~ Your Pranic Body

Remaining Fearless | Purity, Energy, Initiation
9 ~ Your Subtle (Akashic) Body

Opening to Subtlety | Calmness, Subtlety & Mastery
10 ~ Your Radiant Body

High Consciousness | Royal Courage, Radiance, Nobility
11 ~ All the Bodies Combined

Knowing All | Divine Channeling, Vision & Truth for All
Techniques to Strengthen the Energy Bodies

Put It All Together
Creating Your Destiny

Activating and Balancing the Ten Light Bodies, 
according to Your Soul Numerology

day 1 | Your Soul, 3 Mental Bodies & Physical Body
10:00 am - 5:00 pm • Saturday • June 8, 2019

Intro to Soul Numerology
Your Unique Soul Numerology

Personal numerology, calculated from your birthday.
Introduction to the Numbers

Your Challenges: Soul, Karma & Path Numbers
Your Strengths: Gift & Destiny Numbers

Balance Your Mental & Physical Bodies
1 ~ Your Soul Body

Being Wise w Self & Others | Humility & Creativity
2 ~ Your Negative (Protective) Mind

Calculating Life's Dangers | Containment & Obedience
3 ~ Your Positive (Projective) Mind

Allowing Life's Good Things | Equality & Positivity
4 ~ Your Neutral (Meditative) Mind

Using Calm Intuition | Service, Compassion, Integration
5 ~ Your Physical Body

Sharing Your Strengths | Sacrifice, Balance & Teaching
Techniques to Balance the Mental Bodies

What People Are Saying...
“Sonya is a beautiful Light in this world. I highly 
recommend her workshops.”

~ Vialet Rayne | Littleton, CO

“Your teachings provided me with peace, light, and hope 
when I needed it most. You will never know or understand 
how much your class has helped me make it through each day. 
I wish for you to ALWAYS have God’s blessings for you to 
continue spreading the knowledge and warmth that you do.”

~ Michelle Whitehead, Colorado Springs CO

“An angel on earth seems pretty close to the truth. Thank you 
so much, Sonya! I loved how you integrated spirit working 
through you and the knowledge you shared into an intuitive 
and logically presented workshop.”

~ Dwight Rixman | Peyton, CO

“Sonya takes you on journey of personal self discovery and 
insight in her weekend intensive classes. Her stories and in-
depth spiritual downloads will keep you on the edge of your 
seats, begging for more—3 days is just not enough.”

~ Cynthia Santana | Lakewood, CO

“I went into Sonya’s workshop as a total beginner. I was a 
little apprehensive, yet the class kept calling to me! I’m so 
glad I went. Sonya conveyed the information beautifully, 
and I left feeling empowered. Thank you!”

~ Sue Cobb | Lakewood, CO

“Thank you Sonya Shannon for a fantastic workshop! I loved 
every minute of it. I am looking forward to applying what I 
have learned to bring awareness and love to people who are 
seeking answers.”

~ Sandy Schneider | Colorado Springs, CO


